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in the Romantic Movement of the end of the eighteenth and
the early nineteenth centuries.
The most celebrated work of Sturm und Drang is Goethe's
novel Die Leiden des Jungen Werthers. It outshone Provost's
Manon Lescaut over which for forty years the young men of the
age had been shedding tears of genuine pity; and though it is
like Rousseau's NouveUe Helwse, which profoundly influenced it,
and like Richardson's Clarissa, it is a better noveL " No book
ever seized all hearts so powerfully as this simple story of
unhappy love and suicide; over no book have so many tears
been shed as over Werther"1 The novel, much to Goethe's
surprise, chimed with a prevailing sentimental mood of the
age, a mood which Goethe thought to be somewhat morbid.
Goethe was classical; he believed the ' classical * to be healthy,
and the * Romantic ' to be diseased.2 He was disgusted with
the ' Wertherizing' of the young men who read his book;
and for all the rest of his life he seems to have been trying to
forget his youthful novel and to shake off his fame as the
author of it. He was only twenty-five years old when Werther
was published, in 1774.
It was when Goethe was attending the supreme court of the
Empire (Reichskammergericht), which was at Wetzlar, that the
ample story of Werther occurred. There is no doubt that
Werther is Goethe himself, for he had conceived a hope-
less love, and was passionate and melancholy, although he
did not commit suicide, but in the end cast away all morbid-
ness and sentimentality. His beloved was Charlotte Buff,
daughter of a bailiff at Wetzlar who managed the estates of the
moribund order of chivalry, the Teutonic Knights. Charlotte
or Lotte was engaged to be married to Johann Christian
Kestner, Secretary of Legation at Wetzlar. They were married
in the year after Goethe left Wetzlar, and ultimately had
twelve children. He corresponded with the Kestners regularly
for the next twenty-five years.	:
Nevertheless, the "model" from whom Goethe thought that
1 J. G. Robertson, A History of German Literature (1902), p. 3*5.
* B. Croce (trans. Ainslie), Goethe, p, 10.

